Name of the Tool

UIC Image Collections

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://library.uic.edu/collections/digital-images/uic-image-collections

Subject

United States - Photograph collections

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

The Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, Federal Depository Library for
U.S. Government Documents

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

The UIC Library covers images of Chicago history, Medical images and Other
images from the Library’s collections.

Kind of Information

The UIC Library provides access to over 60,000 digitized images, largely drawn
from the Library’s archives. These images cover topics such as the University’s
history and medical history, but focus mainly on Chicago-area history and culture.
Users can search or browse most of UIC’s digitized images using CARLI Digital
Collections.

UIC Image Collections provides access to individual image collections, these are as
below –
Images of Chicago history:
Chicago Collections includes most of the UIC Library’s historical Chicago images as
well as thousands of images from other Chicago-area libraries. The individual UIC
image collections included in Explore Chicago Collections.
As for example,

Medical images:
As for example,

Other images from the Library’s collections:
As for example,

Special Features
 Quick and advanced search facilities are available here.
 Users can search images with this topics

 Full descriptions, like title, type, form, physical description, are available
with every images.
 Users can narrow their search using these
options

Arrangement Pattern

All images are arranged categorically. Three broad categories available here, these
are –
 Images of Chicago history
 Medical images
 Other images from the Library’s collections

Remarks

The UIC Library’s image archives collects images from City of Chicago. All the
images are easily accessible and these are valuable to the researchers or a student
who want to study about the history of Chicago.

Comparable Tools

 Photograph and Image Collections of Smithsonian Institution Archives
( https://siarchives.si.edu/services/photograph-and-image-collections)
 Photo Archives of United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
( http://digitalassets.ushmm.org/photoarchives/)

Date of Access
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